
 

MAY 2019 – Heraklion / GREECE 
Sunday 

It was time to fly Heraklion . Everybody in our group was excited because it 
was our first trip to Heraklion . Firstly , we took taxi from Tefenni to İzmir . 
Time came and we were ready for flight . Our route was Athens ,Greece 
and then Heraklion .We arrived in Athens at 22.50 . We waited there for 15 
mins for our next flight . It was 23.05 when we got on the plane from 
Athens to Heraklion and it was 00.25 when we landed to Heraklion . A taxi 
driver  was waiting for us at the airport to take us to the our hotel where we 
stayed . Our first impression about Heraklion was very good . Because it is 
surrounded by sea and it has a great nature . It is also a silent and 
peaceful city . Everybody was tired and we went to our rooms . 

 



Monday  

We had a visit to the school , after a short bus trip we were at school . First, 
we went to school hall for welcome ceremony . We watched presentations 
prepared by Greek students  and wonderful Greek traditional folk dances 
by Greek students. Then , the teachers from all groups came together in 
Teacher’s room  and we , students , went to see classes followed our 
guides . During the visit to school we got information about school’s 
activities . We got pleasure with all of these new informations . We met with 
other students and made good friendships .Then , it was time for lunch at 
school canteen . After our lunch at school canteen , we had a short break to 
talk with teachers and students.Now , it was time for us to walk in the 
coastal front and the surrounding school area towards National History 
Museum .It was great time to spend time at Museum , we got pleasure with 
all of these new information about National History Museum .Then , we had 
lunch at Anchorovolia restaurant by the sea and rest for a while .The last , 
we had walk and guided tour inside the Koules Fortress , it was wonderful 
to be there and  we got pleasure with all of these new informations . Finally 
, we turned back to hotel and after short rest we had our dinner .After 
dinner , we  went our rooms to have a sleep for start a new workshops , 
visits and new informations next day .  

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Tuesday 

Good Morning everybody ! It is 7 o’ clock and we are ready for the new day 
and its surprises ☺  We had breakfast at 07.45 am. And then we took on 
bus to visit the school . Firstly , we had Chemistry lesson about Ecological 
School Grounds and we had great information on this lesson . And now it 
was time for us to learn Greek Language and had new and great 
information on Ecology in ancient Greece . We got a lot of important 
information from our guided Greek Teachers . Then , it was time for lunch at 
school canteen . After our lunch at school canteen , we had a short break to 
talk with teachers and students.Then , we met with teachers and students 
to have E-Twinning course in computer class and we had useful information 
how to use E-Twinning and it was wonderful for us to get these great 
informations .Then we join the activities such as ; Stop Vandalism ,Create a 
poster , sport activities , Planting and gardening in the school yard , Graffiti 
on the walls of the school and painting on the rubbish bins .We got tired but 
it was fantastic and enjoyable time for us .It was 14.30  and now it is time 
for us to know who is our guided students who was going to spend time 
with us in Heraklion for four hours .After we met with our guided Greek 
students we took walk and had chance to know Heraklion . After four 
hours in centre of Heraklion with our guided Greek Students and their 
families , they took us to our hotel .It was great to spend time with 
them .Finally we were at hotel.After dinner at hotel  ,we went our rooms to 
have a rest and sleep for start a new visits and new informations next 
day .  



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 

Wednesday 

Day started with a good breakfast. After a short chat with other groups 
while drinking coffee ,we took on the bus to give a visit to Knossos which is 
Archaeological site . When we arrived there  , we bought our tickets and 
then we had guided tour through the magnificent Knossos . Waoww we  
were very excited. We got a lot of important information from our guide 
about all details of this Archaeological site . After wonderful panorama from 
Knossos , we took on the bus to the city and visited the Muzeum of 
Heraklion . We got pleasure with all of these History at Muzeum of 
Heraklion . Then  , after a short walk we were at Town Hall to meet with 
the Governor of the Region of Crete . We got lots of great information 
there .After meeting with Governor of the Region of Crete , we had free time 
in the city center , and we went around the town in international teams . 
Finally we got on the bus and turned back to the hotel.After dinner at 
hotel  ,we went our rooms to have a rest and sleep for start a new visits 
and new informations next day .  



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Thursday 

It was early again to have a bit long journey. But I think it is worth 
experiencing . Because we were going to visit amazing Cretan Zeus theme 
park . Waoww we are very excited ☺  After breakfast we got on the buses 
to start our amazing journey. We are in Cretan Zeus  in the end ☺  We 
began to walk around on Cretan Zeus . We had guided tour there and got 
such great information about Theme Park and We were so pleased these all 
wonderful informations . Finally we got on the bus and turned back to 
Heraklion ,  to the hotel . After dinner at hotel  ,we went our rooms to have 
a rest and sleep for start a new visits and new informations next day .  

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Friday  

The last day as being alltogether .Because after our tour today some other 
countiries were going to go their own counties .Today , we visited to the 
Environmental Education Center of Archanes .It was all great time there 
cause we played lots of enjoyable games and it was fun ☺  Finally we got 
on the bus and turned back to Heraklion ,  to the hotel. It was the last day 
as being alltogether .Because after our tour today . It was a sad time ☹  
We liked eacother very much and we hope to see them all soon . We had 
our dinner at hotel with all groups and after dinner we played traitional 
games with other countries . After games , we huged and kissed all 
countries and said good bye but it was sad time for us and  we  went our 
rooms to have a sleep. See you all sooner . 
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